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Global Tax Update
AUSTRALIA

Residency & source of income –
impact of COVID-19
Overview
The Australian Taxation Office (‘ATO’) has
updated its commentary on the impact
of COVID-19 (and, in particular, the travel
restrictions in place and safety concerns
in other countries) on residency and the
source of income for individuals who have
been working remotely in Australia during
the pandemic.
The updated guidance seeks to
differentiate between an individual who is
unable to depart Australia, and an individual
who is able to leave Australia but who
chooses to remain there and work remotely
for various reasons. The ATO’s view suggests
an individual who chooses to remain in
Australia is more likely to be considered a
tax resident of Australia and, further, their
employment income will be taken to have an
Australian source.
Detailed Guidance
Generally you are considered an Australian
resident for tax purposes if you:
• Reside in Australia according to ordinary
concepts
• If your domicile is in Australia, unless the
Commissioner is satisfied your permanent
place of abode is outside of Australia
• You are physically present in Australia,
continuously or intermittently for 183 days
or more or
• You are a member of a Commonwealth
superannuation fund.
Based on the updates by the ATO on 10 August
2021, it is the ATO’s view that the longer an
individual chooses to remain in Australia, the
greater the likelihood the individual will be
considered an Australian tax resident.
In response to ongoing travel restrictions
and health and safety concerns around the
world as a result of COVID-19, the ATO’s
guidance states the following in relation to a
person’s choice about leaving Australia:
Choosing to stay in Australia when you
have been able to leave is a factor that will
point towards you being a resident.
This includes if you have been able to
leave Australia but did not do so, because of
conditions or restrictions that apply, or may
apply. For example, quarantine requirements
or restrictions on re-entering Australia.
Factors to consider in determining
whether you have been able to leave
Australia include:
• Government restrictions preventing you
from leaving Australia and entering your

usual country of residency
• A lack of commercial flights available to
enable you to return to your country of
residency.
Further, the ATO has acknowledged that it
is sometimes difficult to determine when
an individual’s tax residency status has
changed. In this regard, it is necessary to
consider all the facts and circumstances of
the individual including:
• Intention and purpose of coming to
Australia
• Living arrangements in Australia; and
• Family and employment ties in Australia.
From previous ATO correspondence, COVID19 was considered to present a special set of
circumstances and the ATO have determined
that employment income will not be
considered to have an Australian source if
the remote working arrangement lasts for a
period of three months or less.
However, difficulty arises where the
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working arrangement extends beyond the
three month period, and as mentioned
above, all facts and circumstances of
the individual needs to be taken into
consideration to determine if the
employment is connected to Australia.
The ATO has now added that employment

income is likely to have an Australian source
where an employee chooses to remain in
Australia and has agreed with their employer
that Australia can be their place of work.
Individual And Employer Considerations
Factors preventing an individual from
departing Australia which are beyond the
control of the individual, such as travel
restrictions or flight availability, will provide
a stronger argument for non-resident status.
However, an individual will not be able to
rely on a non-resident status in the event
they decide to remain in Australia. Those
individuals affected by COVID-19 will need
to have consideration for the updated ATO
guidance when completing their tax return
for the year ended 30 June 2021.
In addition, employers should also be
aware of the update and the impact to their
employment tax obligations, such as PAYG
withholding and reporting, amongst others.
BDO Comment
The impact of Covid and subsequent
remote working will continue to challenge
tax authorities and taxpayers alike for the
foreseeable future. Do expect frequent
changes to existing rules and relaxations in
all countries. Do not assume relaxed rules
will continue indefinitely. Speak to your local
BDO representative for latest updates.

CANADA

New Employee Stock Option Rules
Summary
The federal government’s Bill C-30 received
Royal Assent on 29 June 2021 and is now law.
Bill C-30 includes several measures proposed
in the 19 April 2021 budget, including changes
to employee stock options announced in
their 2019 federal budget.
The new federal rules apply to stock
options granted on or after 1 July 2021.
The intention is to limit the scope of the
current stock option tax regime considering
the public policy rationale for preferential tax
regime is to support younger and growing
Canadian businesses.
Old Rules
Under the old rules, when an employee
exercises a stock option, a taxable
employment benefit will arise equal to the
difference between the exercise price and
the fair market value of the shares on the
date of acquisition. If certain conditions are
met, employees are entitled to a 50 percent
deduction against the taxable employment
benefit. If the employee exercises a stock
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option of a Canadian-controlled private
corporation, the taxable employment
benefit is deferred until the employee
disposes of the shares.
New Rules
Under the new rules, the preferential tax
treatment on employee stock options issued
by certain employers would be subject to
an annual vesting limit of CA$200,000 per
employee, in each year in which options
becomes exercisable and based on the fair
market value of the underlying shares at
the time the options are granted. When
an employee exercised stock options that
exceed the CA$200,000 cap (“non-qualifying
security”), the stock option benefit will
be taxed at ordinary tax rates without the
benefit of the 50 percent deduction against
the taxable employment benefit.
The amounts that exceed this limit will be
eligible, if certain conditions are met, to a
new employer deduction equal to the value
of the taxable benefit that will be included
in the employee’s taxable income for that
year. In addition, employers will be able to
designate options that would otherwise fall
within the annual limit, and hence qualify for
the stock option preferential tax treatment
as ineligible, entitling them to the tax
deduction when employees exercise the
stock options.
Employers would also be subject to new
reporting requirements. For example, they
must file a prescribed form with their annual
corporate income tax return to notify the
Canada Revenue Agency of any granted
options that are non-qualified stocks.
They must also notify the employees of
any options exceeding the annual limit of
CA$200,000 or of the options that will be
designated as non-qualified securities.
Exceptions
These new rules do not apply to stock
options granted by the following employers:
Canadian-controlled private corporations
(CCPCs) and non CCPCs or mutual fund trusts
with gross revenue determined based on the
last prepared financial statements of $500
million or less determined on a consolidated
basis where applicable.
Quebec
The government of Quebec has recently
announced that it will amend their
legislation to incorporate, with adaptations
on the basis of its general principles, the
New Rules. Such changes will apply on
the same date as the one retained for the
application of the relevant provisions of the
Federal Income Tax Act.
BDO Comment
The new rules will have impact on both
employees and employers.
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Among many implications, the new rules
will increase employers’ administrative burden,
as they will have to implement new processes
to keep track of non-qualified securities and
report them to the tax authorities.
In light of the new rules, employers will
need to:
• Decide whether and when to designate
option grants as non-qualifying options
• Ensure that the proper payroll withholding,
remitting, and reporting requirements are
met; and
• Review existing and new stock option plans
and other documentation for any revised
employer and employee tax implications
based on the new rules and take
appropriate action (such as adjusting the
timing and quantity of grants, considering
alternate compensation plans, etc.) as
needed, to meet stakeholders’ objectives.
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Taxation of Benefits in Kind
Generally the provision of shares by the
employer to an employee for free or a
lower price than the market price leads to a
benefit in kind that is taxable at the date the
employee receives the shares in their bank
account. Thus, wage tax and social security
contributions are due in the respective month.
From 1 July 2021, a new regulation
regarding the date of taxation is applicable
for transactions taking place after 30 June
2021. This regulation is only applicable for
privileged companies.
Privileged companies in this regard are
those that were founded a maximum of
twelve years ago and that qualify as small or
medium-sized enterprises (according to the
EU Commission Recommendation of 6 May
2003, concerning the definition of micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises) at
the time of the transfer or in the preceding

calendar year. For this purpose, the following
thresholds may not be exceeded:
• Small or medium-sized enterprise: less
than 250 employees, annual sales not
exceeding 50 million EUR or annual balance
sheet total not exceeding 43 million EUR
• Small enterprise: less than 50 employees,
annual sales and annual balance sheet total
not exceeding 10 million EUR
• Microenterprise: less than 10 employees,
annual sales and annual balance sheet total
not exceeding 2 million EUR.
If the employer fulfills the requirements above
it is now possible not to tax the benefit in kind
at the date the employee receives shares but at
a later date (see below). This means that at the
transaction date no wage tax is due and thus
a temporary tax exemption occurs. Please be
aware that non-taxation through payroll is only
possible with the consent of the employee
who can therefore choose between immediate
or later taxation of the benefit in kind. Please
be informed that a retrospective application
of non-taxation within the annual income tax
return of the employee is excluded, thus it is
only possible to apply for it within the payroll.
If the employee decides to apply for the
regulation and the later taxation then the
benefit in kind for the shares shall only be
subject to taxation and wage tax is due if:
1. The shares are transferred by the
employee in whole or partly (for payment
or free of charge) to a third party or in the
case of a contribution to business assets,
2. Twelve years have elapsed since the
transfer of the shareholding, or
3. The employment relationship with the
previous employer is terminated. If the
employer bears the wage tax in this
case, this amount will not be part of the
taxable wages.
After the transfer of shares to the employee,
the employer can ask the responsible tax
office of the company for a confirmation of
the amount of the benefit not taxed by the
employer. The tax office is obliged to provide
a confirmation. This shall avoid discussions
with the tax office in later years regarding the
amount of the taxable benefit in kind at the
date of transferring the shares.
In the case that the benefit in kind (FMV
minus payment of the employee) at the
later date of taxation will be lower than the
benefit in kind that was not taxed at the date
the employee receives the shares, then only
the lower amount will be taxable. This does
not apply, however, if the impairment is not
caused by business operations or if it is based
on a measure under company law, in particular
a distribution or return of capital contributions.
Please note that this regulation only has
effect for taxation purposes. Contributions
to social security are still due (if the income
ceilings are not already exceeded) in the
month the employee receives the shares in
their bank account.
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BDO Comment
Employers will need to be aware as to
whether or not taxation is to be deferred
and alert to the different tax and social
security treatment.

BDO Comment
Employers should consider this new
judgment by the Court when working to
recruit agency workers to be posted in EU/
EEA countries going forward.

UK

US

Substantial Activities in EU/EEA countries
A recent case involving a Bulgarian
temporary work agency on which the
Court of Justice of the European Union
gave judgement, has brought into question
the concept of ‘substantial activities’. More
specifically what work is determined as
‘substantial activities’ when it comes to
obtaining A1 certificates and maintaining
an employee’s social security in their home
country while on a temporary assignment in
an EU/EEA country.
In this case, the temporary work agency
was recruiting employees in Bulgaria
for work that would be carried out in
Germany. The employees were agency
workers and were therefore not direct
employees of the agency.
The Court determined, in this case, that
the work carried out by the temporary work
agency in Bulgaria did not, in regards to the
recruitment process, constitute ‘substantial
activities’ however sending the employees
on assignment did as this is what generated
turnover for the company.

Article on New York crackdown
on refund claims
New York state tax officials have been
taking a closer look at refund claims filed in
respect of the 2020 tax year for out-of-state
filers, with particular reference to those that
have claimed refunds on the basis that they
were working outside of the state at a home
office during the pandemic.
The issue is that of whether the decision to
work from home is one of ‘convenience’. New
York state taxes the income of non-resident
workers if drawn from in-state sources,
including income that commuters make when
choosing to work from home. There have
been challenges to this rule on the basis that
commuters were forced to work from home
by the pandemic and did not elect to do this
(i.e. remote work was by necessity and not
convenience) but the state authorities do not
consider this to be sufficient.
In October 2020, the state Department
of Taxation and Finance confirmed that
non-residents whose primary office is in
New York should consider dates of remote

work as in-state work. The only exception
to this would be if the employer had
established a bona fide employer office in
an out-of-state location. The requirements
for an employee’s home office to be
considered a ‘bona fide employer office’
are complex and unlikely to be met in the
majority of cases. The guidance for this
position comes from Technical Services
Division Memorandum TSB-M-06(5) I,
and under these guidelines it will be
difficult for employers to conclude that
employees working from home outside
of the state due to COVID-19 are exempt
from New York non-resident income
tax and withholding, or for taxpayers to
successfully argue a position that exempts
remote working income from New York
state taxation.
BDO Comment
New York state‘s guidance above, illustrates
the tax challenges remote working brings
and the different potential interpretations
that may apply for those who work
remotely whether within a specific country
or across borders.
Prepared by BDO LLP. For further
information please contact
Andrew Bailey on 0207 893 2946 or
at andrew.bailey@bdo.co.uk
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